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TOURISM NI IS GOOD TO GO

WELCOME BACK FROM AB&C BOROUGH COUNCIL

PHA PROMOTES COVID VACCINE

MORE SPACE IN YOUR HAPPY PLACE
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HYPERFAST BROADBAND FROM 
FIBRUS

The Fibrus Hyperfast Fibre broadband delivery continues across NI, now bringing better connectivity to 
people living in the north coast area. 

To highlight the availability of the new service and attract new customers, Fibrus employed hyper-localised 
OOH. 

Speaking about the campaign, Sarah Murray, Account Executive PML Group NI said: “As Fibrus 
broadband reaches new locations, we deliver targeted OOH within these areas. Adwraps, Phone Kiosks 
and 6 Sheets are key format choices as they deliver unique levels of community penetration, with 48 
Sheets to build additional coverage in larger towns. The creatives deliver a strong call to action, including 
a QR code, while the location name makes it evident exactly which locations are connected to the new 
network.”

Eimear Casey, Marketing Campaigns Specialist, Fibrus added: “Fibrus has launched an extensive roll-out 
which is set to transform connectivity for regional and rural parts of Northern Ireland. The next phase of our 
roll out is within Ballycastle. 

“Rolling out on an area-by-area basis has meant Out of Home has played a key part of our communication 
strategy. PML’s availability across all areas of Northern Ireland has ensured we have been able to 
communicate with a bespoke and localised message for each area we are launching into.”

OOH Agency: PML
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MORE SPACE IN YOUR HAPPY 
PLACE

Firmus Energy continues to bring natural gas further, with infrastructure development to extend the network. 
Reaching more homes across Northern Ireland, a key objective was to promote the benefits of natural gas 
to a wide audience across ten key towns. 

Angeline Murphy, Marketing Manager, at Firmus Energy, said: “Throughout a year of recurring lockdowns, 
homeowners have been craving more space in their back garden to do the things they enjoy. Engaging in 
hobbies and learning new skills has been a hot topic, we had been impressed with stories from customers 
transforming their homes to make areas into functional and happy spaces and taken inspiration from this. 

“With so many ads competing for people’s attention, we saw a real opportunity in creating a bespoke 
advertising campaign that sparks conversation, but most importantly is both relevant and relatable to our 
audience across the Ten Towns network. 

“Everybody has a friend or a neighbour who has suddenly become an expert on gardening, baking, yoga, 
or knows somebody who fears home schooling so inspired by these realities we created an impactful 
campaign that showcases how having natural gas installed can transform the home both indoors and 
outside with extra space, once customers say those 3 magic words ”goodbye oil tank”.

“With lockdown easing, we felt that the timing was perfect for us to communicate natural gas messages 
to customers based on profiling lockdown hobbies while adding in a slice of local humour to make a real 
impact!”

Media: ASG & Partners   -   OOH Agency: PML
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WELCOME BACK FROM AB&C 
BOROUGH COUNCIL

Armagh, Banbridge and Craigavon District Council welcomed shoppers, socialisers and outdoor diners 
back to the borough with a new Out of Home campaign. Celebrating the relaxation of restrictions, the 
campaign focused on towns within the council, with a bold ‘We’ve missed you’ message. To add further 
relevance to the campaign, location specific creatives mentioned key towns within the area. 

To deliver the localised message across the AB&C district council, a range of OOH formats delivered the 
targeted activity. 48 Sheets, 6 sheets, Streetliners, Adwraps and Backlit 48 Sheets delivered the message 
across all the key towns within the region. 

The Lord Mayor of Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon Borough Council said: “The campaign called 
‘We’ve missed you’ promotes a strong support local message encouraging everyone to spend locally to 
show their ‘love’ for local businesses at this crucially important time for many, after a long period of closure.”

OOH Agency: PML
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PHA PROMOTES COVID 
VACCINE 

The Covid-19 vaccination roll out programme in Northern Ireland has been one of the best seen across the 
globe, with over 70% of adults here having received a first dose. To coincide with the roll out to younger age 
groups, the Public Health Agency has launched a public information campaign to encourage uptake of the 
vaccine in everyone aged 18 and over. 

The campaign features memories of life before Covid-19 with the hope of resuming these activities soon. 
The strong tagline, “Every vaccination brings us closer, together” is a powerful reminder of the changes made 
to life as a result of the virus, while multiple messages provide rationale for taking the vaccine.

Madeleine Knowles, Media Planner Buyer at Genesis added: “The Northern Ireland Vaccination programme 
is moving quickly through its planned phases and a mass media campaign to encourage uptake is currently 
underway. 

”Outdoor plays an important role in this, with a combination of 6 sheets and high impact 48 sheets delivering 
reach and awareness across NI. 

”Sites in high footfall locations and in areas which historically have seen a slightly lower uptake of the vaccine 
have been integral to raising awareness and building confidence in the Vaccination programme.”

Media: Genesis    -    OOH Agency: PML
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TOURISM NI IS GOOD TO GO
The UK Wide hospitality industry standard ‘We’re Good to Go’ is evidence of a commitment to implementing relevant government and public health guidance in relation to Covid-19. It gives reassurance to customers, 
essential as the hospitality sector begins to reopen following prolonged closures. 

Businesses within the visitor economy are eligible to apply for the ‘We’re Good To Go’ scheme, developed by Tourism NI in partnership with Visit England, Visit Scotland and Visit Wales. 

To inform audiences across Northern Ireland of the scheme and increase confidence levels around visits to tourist attractions, restaurants and accommodation providers, Tourism NI employed Out of Home advertising to 
make its mark.

Speaking about the campaign, Joanne McKendry, Media Director, Mammoth said: “Audience reach and frequency were key objectives of this OOH activity, as well as supporting other media channels. 48 Sheets across 
Northern Ireland were used to deliver the campaign message, with 6 Sheets in roadside and retail locations to add further impact and increase awareness. Adshel Live ensured campaign flexibility as well as coverage 
across all the main towns in Northern Ireland.” 

Media: Mammoth    -    OOH Agency: PML
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SOCIABLE MEDIA 
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Bioré – The Big Reminder

CANADA: Forgetting to wash your face before bed is the ultimate skin 
sin. Yet so many of us do it. That’s why Bioré skincare, a brand that 
offers a range of cleansing products and acne solutions, is committed 
to ensuring your pores get as peaceful of a rest as you do.  

To remind people to wash their face before bed, Bioré skincare created 
digital billboards that call people out by name and face directly into 
their condo window. Each uses Census Ontario data to display the 
most common names for the apartment complexes they’re facing.

“The problem is universal. But we knew the solution needed to feel 
personal, since we’re infiltrating people’s night-time routine,” said Cam 
Boyd, Creative Director at john st., the agency behind the campaign. 

“That’s why we chose to use a mass media channel in a direct way, 
creating a billboard that feels like a text from a friend who knows you a 
little too well.”

Burger King - Smoke Trails

UK: As restaurants re-open for indoor dining, Burger King is on a 
mission to remind U.K. consumers that its burgers are flame-grilled 
and smoky-tasting, with a new campaign from BBH that includes 
luring people to its restaurants using “smoke trails.”

The campaign features AR experiences at out-of-home sites across 
major UK cities. Pedestrians are invited to scan a QR code that will 
activate an Instagram lens. When viewed through their smartphone, 
the poster’s Whopper visual will be superimposed with smoke that 
directs them to the nearest Burger King.

Planet OOH

Honda – The Awareness traffic light

ARGENTINA: To promote safe motorbike riding, Honda devised a 
traffic light that detects motorcyclists who are without a helmet. Until 
the driver puts on his helmet, the traffic light stays red.

The activation went viral with the campaign reached 11m views and 2m 
“likes” on TikTok in just 24 hours. 

“The objective of Awareness traffic light was to put the issue of helmet 
use back on the agenda. For that we needed a disruptive idea. We 
chose technology as a facilitator of this need,” said Walter Onorato of 
Almacén.

María Fernanda Ledesma Padilla, deputy marketing manager of Honda, 
added: “The traffic light was the excuse for everyone to talk again 
about the importance of wearing the helmet. We knew that our final 
challenge was to change the bad habit of 4 out of 10 people riding a 
motorcycle in Argentina.”

https://adage.com/creativity/work/burger-king-using-smoke-trails-lure-customers-its-restaurants/2336336
https://campaignsoftheworld.com/outdoor/honda-the-awareness-traffic-light/
https://www.adsoftheworld.com/media/integrated/biore_a_big_reminder
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

TOP CATEGORIES

£K £200K £400K £600K £800K

Political & Advisory

Soft Drinks

Tourism & Travel

Retail Outlets

Finance

QSR

Beers & Ciders

Food

Energy

Entertainment

Media

Motor Trade

Telecoms

Industry & Commerce

Wines & Spirits

Roadside Retail Travel

1 Political & Advisory £760k 9 Energy £146k

2 Soft Drinks £386k 10 Entertainment £129k

3 Tourism & Travel £357k 11 Media £103k

4 Retail Outlets £330k 12 Motor Trade £97k

5 Finance £316k 13 Telecoms £84k

6 QSR £315k 14 Industry & Commerce £69k

7 Beers & Ciders £193k 15 Wines & Spirits £60k

8 Food £160k

APRIL CYCLES 8 - 9
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 CCS - Coronavirus £202k 9 Power NI £76k

2 Danske Bank - Mortgages £179k 10 Guinness £74k

3 Coca-Cola Zero £109k 11 Lucozade Zero £58k

4 Census 2021 £104k 12 PHA - FAST £57k

5 Ribena £96k 13 McDonald's - Big Tasty £54k

6 Brennans Bread £85k 14 Carlsberg Pilsner £51k

7 Lucozade Energy £79k 15 Belfast Telegraph £51k

8 Danske Bank - Business £78k

TOP CAMPAIGNS
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APRIL CYCLES 8 - 9


